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What are the intentions of the Anunnaki with the population of this planet?

First they – according to Mesopotamian and several other sources – established a new humanity, starting with genetically manipulating existing human (or at least pseudo-human) life to have a “race” of servants – or rather: slaves – to do hard work for them. This has been estimated to have happened some 500 millennia ago. This race then multiplied in natural ways and grew to form the present humanity. It came to a point where Enlil, the administrator of the Anunnaki on the Earth, found them to be too many and too disturbing in their behavior, and wanted to eradicate them with a deluge. His brother Enki, however, instructed Atra-Hasis (also called Utnapishtim or Ziusudra, in the Bible Noah) to escape the flood with a number of other survivors to enable a restart of humanity on our planet. Enlil was furious: “No one should survive …!” Humanity started growing again. One reason for Enlil’s anger obviously was that humanity developed too fast to simply remain a slave race, even though not always positively. Therefore the Anunnaki (who themselves are not very positive) invisibly keep a tight control of humanity to guide (or rather manipulate) its development in directions they want it to go.

For this manipulation, the Anunnaki promote wars and violent behaviors in the attempt to keep the numbers of humans from growing too high, which it in spite of that did, especially in the last centuries. They also like bloodshed and violent deaths because then life energies are released from bodies which various entities, including Anunnaki, can “harvest” and feed on. When a person dies from old age or disease, there is not much energy left… Yet diseases also shorten life and slow down population growth and thus are also “useful” to them. They furthermore invisibly manipulate humanity in politics and social structures to provoke chaos and unrest, since then they can better direct its development by means uncertainty and fear that in a Machiavellian sense makes it accept control in spite of loss of freedom. Thus they play games with populations to make them migrate and invade others.

When the Anunnaki were still visibly active on our planet, they were mainly based in the Near East, as ancient cuneiform texts on clay plates inform us, which have been found in Mesopotamia. During the Gulf war, military units sent to Iraq were instructed to rob museums and archeological institutions of these texts and certain other archeological objects and abduct them to secret locations in the USA, especially clay plates and other objects that were not yet fully analyzed that could reveal still unknown information about the Anunnaki. Similar objects can also be expected to be hidden until excavation in Syria, for example in Palmyra, where similar thefts may take place once the area has been sufficiently evacuated for such undertakings. The Anunnaki will know where they can be found and that will be one of various reasons for wars that drive the population out of that area. Another area that they controlled in these days is the southern part of Africa, and this may be a reason for causing migration from there as well as unrest in South Africa. Another reason will be that most of Africa is rich in minerals of all kinds that they will want to get their hands on. This is also a matter of business both for them and for globally active unscrupulous corporations.

When the Anunnaki were performing genetic experiments for the development of a new human “race” they had a problem in that the resulting modified bodies were more like bio-robots that lacked much of the functionality they were supposed to have. They had to have souls as a kind of “software” for the biological “hardware”. Such souls were attracted from other dimensions in the creation that were still part of the divine light of the creator. These were souls that wanted to go out of that original light to have experiences they could not have there. This is knowledge of early Christianity that has become lost and for which Origen was posthumously condemned as heretic in the council of Constantinople AD 543. Such souls were attracted to incorporate in the modified physical bodies “fabricated” by the Anunnaki. This solution was, however, not satisfactory for them, since the Anunnaki wanted to cut themselves off fully from the divine light world and become entirely independent of it in their enclave that they had established in the universe. As the Mesopotamian texts describe, the original creator considered reversing their creation since they did not behave well. As a result, they revolted
and turned away from the creator, who they declared as being dead so that they could live on without them. Therefore, they cut themselves off from the real source of life that is the divine light energy, without which there can be no true life and thus they could no more feed themselves on that light. For this reason they instead feed on life energies from humans who, however, have unconscious access to divine light through their souls. Even that link to the original light that the Anunnaki had to maintain through the humans was undesirable for them, but at that time there was no other possibility. Today, however, they have found an alternative that suits them better: artificial intelligence! This is a simulation of a soul that they can replace the latter with.

A very negative and threatening situation in the world today is that biological life forms are gradually dying off and become lost to the wonderful multiplicity of life forms that our planet has. Insects are dying and so do birds, reptiles, amphibians and also plants, shrubs and trees, and so will warm-blooded animals and at the end we! The Anunnaki needed them as hidden access to the real life energies of the light dimensions. With the development of artificial intelligence, this is no more the case and they now focus on robotics and machine systems that work on that basis rather than having some form of life based on light energies. Therefore, it is becoming rather obvious that they no more need biological life and instead turn towards computerized systems that will in the future be incorporated in a world-wide main supercomputer that embraces them all. As long as humans are there, they should also become part of that system by means of implants, especially brain implants. This horrible development is going on today! We are in our naive and innocent pride being used to, actually, dig our own graves…

So who, then, is God? Is it Yahweh (YHWH), as our Bible wants us to believe? Ancient texts clearly indicate that YHWH is an usurper who proclaimed himself as a god he is not: “I am the LORD thy God, which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage, Thou shalt have no other gods before me.” (Ex 20,2-3 and Deut 5,6-7). In the literal translation, however, this reads: “I Yahweh, am your elohim, which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of servants. There will come no other elohim to thee in my place.” The word elohim is the plural of el or eloah = god. What does Yahweh mean here – to be the one of the elohim (i.e. of created gods), who will now be your god, and do not expect another? In any case he does not contradict the existence of other gods and he rather speaks in the sense of a noncompetition clause…

In the culture of Canaan that arose out of the Abrahamites that migrated west from Sumer it was known that the highest creator is El Elyon, who had 70 sons and one of them was Yahweh. Hence Yahweh was created by El Elyon, who will be the real creator God, from which Yahweh then wanted to steal his role. More detailed studies of the Mesopotamian texts reveal that the Enlil mentioned therein is this Yahweh and can be compared with Satan! His brother Enki can be compared with Lucifer. The Anunnaki are satanic and maintain a Satanist rule over us and our humanity.

The real creator God is El Elyon!